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The Large Format Camera (LFC) is designed as a 30-centimeter-focal-length cartographic
camera system that employs forward motion compensation in order to achieve the full image
resolution provided by its 80-degree field angle lens. This study was undertaken to assess the
feasibility of application of the current LFC design to deployment in the Orbiter program, as the
Orbiter Camera Payload System (OOPS), and to define the changes that are necessary to meet
such a requirement. The secondary goal of this assessment process has been to Evaluate
current design and any proposed design changes, relative to possible future deployment of the
LFC on a free-flyer vehicle or in a WB-57F.
The additional goals of this study activity were to define the preliminary interface require-
ments for the LFC in terms of:









Study activity commenced by comparing the physical and function..:, features of the current
LFC design with the desi;ved features for the OCPS. The features to be added to the design
were:
1. Film load increased from	 5.	 Exposure sensor
610 to 1, 220 meters	 G.	 Thermal door and shroud
2. End-of-operation marker	 7.	 Extended command set
3. Tiu-change  detector	 B.	 TM generation and conditioning
4. Chromatic filter changer	 9.	 Self-test logic
Raving ascertained the extent of new features, the LFC design layouts Were modified to
incorporate these features. In this modification process, the evolving LFC envelope was evalu-
ated relative to mounting compatibility in the ERNO pallet, in the stauidard test rack, on the
MWS mounting rung, and in the WB-57F pallet.
During the establishment of the mechanical configuration, a separate activity defined both
the internal and the external interconnections required for the OCPS.
At this juncture hi the program, a meeting was convened at NASA-JSC to discuss inter-
face ideas and options with JSC discipline experts in the areas of electrical, structural, thermal,
and general functional interfaces.
After the completion of hardware-related interface definition, study activity turned to
typical space mission interface definition. Investigations here centered around orbits with
	 iinclinations of 28. 5, 57, and 70 degrees, and those compatible with sun-synchronous orbits at
varying altitudes. The parameters evaluated were:












	 LFC film selection merit-order relative to dynamic resolutions where the variables
are solar altitude and vehicle attitude rates
•	 Geographically-related illumination conditions to be expected during a mission for









	 Geographically-related climatological conditions to be expected during a mission
for launch times varying over the year and over the day.
In the context of this program summary, we wish to extend our appreciation to the Tech-
nical Contract Monitor, Mr, B, H. Mollberg, for ll9.s timely support in teelmical liaison matters











3.1 LrC CONs'IGURATION tvm 1NTD- RT'ACE RE QUM- AWNTS
3. l.1 "Current Design Status"
At the start of this study activity the "current design status" of the LFC, a derivative of
the Aletritet:-30 aircralt camera design, incorporated the following features:
•	 A 50, 5-centimeter carto graphic lens
A rotary shutter
Interchangeable chromatic filters attached to the front of the lens cell
40	 A pressurizable and insulated lens cell em-losure incorporating active heating
blankets to ensure constant tuid consistent control of the refractive properties of
the lens
• A pressure- and temperature-controlled film magazine providing for vacuum
clamping of the film, cane-driven forward motion compensation, mission data
annotation, raid a film capacity= of Ga 0 meters
•	 Aix electronic control bax capable of accepting overlap, V/ti, etiposure time and
start/stop commands, and producing all camera control functions.
In order to brhig the above-described configurations to a state consistent with general
space application, the LFC design required numerous internal design changes; but (lily a few
changes that would affect exteriial interfaces. These changes were as follows:
•	 A protective ttiernial door nrid enviroiunental enclosure was required to protect the
lens cell assembly from e.%-cessive heat loss through the front of the lens and from
heat gains produced by solar Rim
•	 The film load was required to be larger; a target film load of 1, 220 meters was
established
•	 The functions of the camera control assembly were incrensed to provide more con-
trol options, TM output, alld system self-test.
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3.1.2 Lens Cell .Assembly Configuration
The only material envelope changes introduced into the lens cell assembler in order to
meet added requirements were an increase in length occasioned by the addition ox the thermal
door, assembly and an increase in lens barrel diameter cau-ed by the addition of the surrounding
environmental enclosure. Fig. 3-1 is a section of the lens cell assembly and Fig. 3-2 is an
isometric sketch of the exterior shape of the environmental. enclosure.
3.1.3 Film. Magazine Assembly Configuration
3.1.3.1 Alternative Configurations
Having established the lens cell assembly envelope, it now became necessary to investi-
gate alternative film magazine configurations and their impact on envelope size and functional
characteristics. In all, alternative designs, the magazine base assembly remained intact, since
it included All of the mechanisms significant to the proper maintenance of image ri—f- ition.
Consequently, the problem became one of how to best house the 1, 220-meter film load.
Three configurations were evaluated. The :first is illustrated in Fig. 3-3. This config-
uration featured a vertical arrangement of film spools having unequal flange diameters that
allowed an overlapping of the Iarger diameters. Design merits and demerits are shown on the
figure. The total length of the assembly ruled out this configuration as being unadaptable to
W33-57F deployment.
The second configuration evaluated is illustrated in Mg. 3-4. This configuration is more
conventional since the spools are horizontally arranged. Again, unequal spool flanges and over-
lapping were employed to reduce envelope size. This design is susceptible to height reduction
for aircraft deployment through the use of standard 214-meter spools and a lower profile top
cover.




















Dimensions in mm (in.)
-
_ _ -— STR strongback
Merits
	 Demerits
s Sample film path
	 0 Long total assemblye Simple thermal/pressure enclosure
	 0 Center of gravity shifts vertically
9 Does not fit into WB--57F










Dimensions in nine (in.)
Merits	 Demerits
• Minimum volume	 • More difficult to thread
• Modification to shorter length 	 than Colifiguration A
for airernit use
• Minimum center of gravity shut
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The third configuration evaluated is illustrated in Fig. 3-5.	 Here the spools were brought
outside the lens cell assembly to minimize the total assembly he ight.	 While this configuration
would lend itself to WB-57F deployment, it suffers a large center of gravity shift during opera-
tion as film (about 32 kilograms) is transferred from one spool to the other. 	 Additionally, pres-:.
surization sealing and thermalization would become increasingly difficult for this configuration. t
On balance,  the horizontally overlapped spool configuration (Fig. 3-4) was d eemed the I
better overall choice and this configuration was more fully developed.
3.1.3.2 Final Configuration
The layout of final film magazine assembly configuration resulted in the sectional illus-
tration shown in Fig. 3-6. 	 The assembly as shown is about 88.5 centimeters long and 53, 6
centimeters high. 	 Employing smaller film spools and an alternative cover, the assembly height
decreases to about 41.6 centimeters. E
3.1.4 Camera Electronics Assen ably
The LFC camera electronics assembly, in order to meet space deployment requirements,
will comprise the functional components depicted in Fig. 3-7. 	 This assembly is to be a separate
cable-connected unit and, in the context of this study, the features of importance wore the elee-
trical interfaces and the physical  envelo 	 . {
The eti
r
ternal electrical interfaces investigated included power, command, f.Iags and TM ; w	 €
data.
The "best estimate" of the physical dimensions of the camera electronics assembly is
shown in Fig. 3-8.	 Thermal and vibration isolation will be put of the package and the entire
tuiit will fasten down through a mounting plate.
3.1.5 Pneumatics System
The LFC (lens and magazine) will be pressurized internally to about 1 psi above the opera
tional ambient.	 This pressurization serves to allow the use of a vacuum file; platen aA to con-
trol the refractive properties of the lens. 	 This latter property is particularly important relative
to variable-altitude aircraft deployment of the LFC.
Fig. 3-9 depicts the character of the LFC gas system. 	 The primlr. , exterrdl interface
in this swstenn^ is that with the high pressure gas supply. 	 The secondary interfaces are the
overjunder pressure vents, which have little external significance. ^	 ?:




• Shortest overall height	 • Very long magazine
• Relatively easy to thread
	 • Difficult to seal for pressurization
and thermalization
• Large center of gravity shut
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Tl^ezanal raid vibration isolators
Figure 3-8 -- Camera electronics envelope
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5Figure 3--9 --- LFC pneumatics system =>	 ,
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3.1. 7 Interface Requirements
x:
Subsequent to the definition of the overall LFC condiguratdon, which included interface 	 4
considerations, a major effort was mounted to doctunent interface requirements. The products
of this effort were the preliminat^	 h'1	 y interlace contra]. documents which are identified as follows:
1
NABA IDC No.	 Title
t,
SLD-47-000u01-801	 ulterl-ace Control Document,
Orbiter Camera Payload System — Rulctional	 r
SLD-47-000001-802	 Interface Control Docimient,
Orbiter Cranera Payload System — Mechanical
SLD-0-000001-OW	 Interface Control Document,
Orbiter Camera Payload System — Electrical
SLD-47-000001-804	 Interface Control Document,
Orbiter Camera Payload System — Environmental.
SLD-47-000001-805	 interface Control Document,
Orbiter Camera Payload System — Pilau Spool (Supply and Takeup)
SLD-47-000001-806	 Interface Control Document, 	 s'
Orbiter Camera Payload System. — Installation
SLD-47-000001-901	 Interface Control Document,
Orbiter Camera Payload System -- BTE and Ground Handling
Equipment
SLD-47-000001-4102	 Interface Control. Document,
Orbiter Camera Payload System — Launch and Recovery Facilities
3.2 MISSION INTERFACE BASELINES
This section of the report discusses the work performed to demonstrate opt , mum LFC
utilization for Missions of specified nominal operating lexameters. To do this, four test-case
orbiter missions were selected. Three mission parameters were considered fixed. These
were; mission duration, orbital inclination, and LFC film load. The four test- case missions
were: first, an STS-0 mission at 28.5 degrees inclination for 5 days; second, an LFC mission
at 57 degrees for 7 days; and third and fourth, LFC missions at 70 degrees and swl-synchronous
inclinations for 14 days. All film loads were set at 1, 220 meters.
The effects of several variables were then calculated, or made optimum. These variables,
or optimized operating parameters can be grouped into two categories; i. e., those that are
mission-independent, and those that are functions of the missions. The independent variables,
which are discussed ill detail in Section 5.2.3 are film types and exposure times. The results
of our efforts here are summarized in nomographs that allow one to choose the film(s) and
exposure range most suited for the Orbiter and RB-57 respectively. One might think of these
variables as being mission-dependent since exposure time is governed by solar altitude, which
indeed is a function of individual mission characteristics (e, g. , launch dale of year). however,
the found that the solar altitude histogrmns produced for each mission are more similar, with
respect to central value and distribution, than dissimilar. 	
t-
The parameters that did vary more directly with each Ini°Ision were. orbital altitude,
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Mlomotars Ntultical AlIllas lulonlatars Nautical Miles
28.6 (STS-9) 274.1 143.02 46 +o. 93, -0.81 +0, 60, -0.44
28.5 (STS-0) 33917 120.20 9t} +1.16) -0.56 +0.02, -0.30
57 2417. G 133. 69 06 +0.74, -0.11 +0. 4 0, -0.00
57 276.0 1418.97 91 1.0.34,	 -0.30 - 0.a2,	 -0.20
57 434.0 234.83 H. 8-0.57, -0.87 +0.31, -0.20
70 80016 146.64 100 +0.67, -0.0 41 -1 .0.36,	 -0.08
70 427.6 230.04 04.E 1.0.37,
	
-0. 4141 +0.20, -0.24
0G. 41 881.0 110.78 08 +0.07,	 -0.0 1.E +0.04, -0.02
9G. G 273.7 147.70 03 +0.11, -0.7 +o. 00, -0.38
97.1 1	 421.3 1	 227. 417 00 1 +0. 62,	 -0.00 1	 +0.28,	 -0.52
Cases owaunted and fotuld ill Appan t% B (listed by Figure Pack.  (FP) munber) tiro;
Ivussioll Launch Time (day of yotw)
Altitude,	 Inclination, 1 .Tru1.	 1 llpril	 1 July	 1 Mq.	 1 Out.
kilometers
	 degrees (1)	 (01)	 (188)	 (213)	 (2741)




276.9	 57.0 FP3	 FP4	 FPS	 FPG
209.6	 70.0 FP7	 FP8	 FPO	 FP1Q
273.8	 00. G FP11	 FP12	 PP13	 FP141
Each ovalundon resulted in Seven graphics showing ffic1 grotuld trRcks over a simple Mer-
caLor projection world background. The graphics depicat the effect of launch U1ne-os-dny.
Depending on a missions geographic area of priority, one cmi determine the most appropriate
launch Unto throughout the year.
Tito prin2nry purpose for ienerftting those grtlphics WRs to select nominally optimum hunch
ttlno-of-Ctt y.	 These area
Test Mission, Launch Time-of-Day,
degrees !lours





Optimized launch tinge-of-year is discussed in Secto;a 3.2.6, Climatology ill 1krission Platuling.
The results are summarized here for continuity.
August 1 was selected as the STS-9 launch date and for which the footprints showing p1lOt0-
graphic coverage were produced (see Section 3.2.4). October 1 was selected as launch data for
all other footprints and timelines. August 1 was selected because of predetermined (by NASA)
scheduleconditions. October 1 was selected because of a belief generated from preliminary
datit that this was the best time, with respect to climate, for obtaining United States coverage.
The work presented in Section 3.2. G confirmed that October is optimum for U. S. coverage, but
also showed that the luarclh to June window (with May the best) was more optimum thwi August
for coverage of the land areas of prime interest on STS-9 (South America, Africa, Australia,
and the India-Malaysian
 area).
Ta summary, optimulhh launch times-of-day Have been selected for use in the test mission
cases. Neat optimum launch banes-of-year have been identified, but have not been used for all
te•°,t cases due to preimposed schedule restraints. The climatology data ill Section 3.2. G allows
for Wlorhig lalnlch times-of-year to specific photographic target areas.
3.2.3 Exposure Time and in  Type Selection
This exercise was dasio•lhed to produce a choice of optillluln films and exposures for the
LFC/Orbiter and LFC/RB-57 missions. The prime variables that affect this selection are:
ground scone reflectance, vehicle motion, and solar altitude.
Figs. 3-11 to 3-14 show histograms of e%periehtced solar altitudes for the four test case
missions produced by the computer prograthrhs that generated all footprint data for these missions.
These figures can be used to derive a memi expected solar altitude for exposure calculation.
Note that this nhemi, for exposure prediction purposes, is oil the order of 50 degrees. Also note
that the progralhh that produced this solar r altitude data could be made to do so oil a read.-time
operational basis for single-frame exposure control.
Fig. 3-15 illustrates the results of exposure prediction analyses for candidate Lip
 C films.
The use of this nomograph allows the prediction of exposure time for given solar altitude condi-
tions and ail average (12 percent) scene reflectaahce. Subject contrast on the orit rialall film ma-
terials can also be predicted by reference to the materials' illunihia nce a.,s . Given the kii(wn
scene reflectance values as a function of solar altitude as shown oil the left-side graph, the




Q/no.) 2 (F F)
where:
HI w image irradimice
14	 = object irradiance (llyperaltitude, at the lens)
To = lens transmission factor = 0.25
f/no. = f/hhuhuber of the LFC=6
FF = filter traallsnlission reduction factor
Given a desired density level on a candidate filhhr, the required exposure in nheter-cahhdle-
seconds can be determined from the D-log ra curve, ahhd tile required wTosure time is fouled
finally front the nomograph.
^^^
^	 _
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Figure 3-12 -- Solar altitude histogram: LFC mission, inclination 57 degrees, 	 h
s^Ia,unelx date 1 October, launch time 1500 hours 	 w
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Egure 3 -14 — Solar altitude histogram: LFC mission, inclination 96, 6 degrees,
launch date 1 October, launch ume 1100 hours
3 X20	 t^-^;
IFigure 3 -15 — NASA-LFC exposure time prediction nomograph
r
For a aniple, target denaities of 0.9 for negative films and 1.5 for reversal materials are
accepted stalidards. It can be seen by following the illustrations, 0.43 meter-candle -second is
the required exposure for 3414 filar, which results in an exposure time of approdmately 24
milliseconds if a 50-degree solar altitude is assumed.
Using rig, 3-15, a relational equation between solar altitude and exposure time can then
be developed for real-tune numerical computation prediction. A different equation must be
developed i'or each film and for the 3414 film ea.mple this is:
BT = 10X (Inset)
where:
x = 2.511 - 0. 676 Log 1Q (SA)
and solar altitude (SA) is in degrees.
The goal of this effort was to select the film(s) that would produce the best Ll:
 C image
resolution.. The first step was to take the candidate films shown in Fig. 3-15 and develop expo-
sure time requirements. Tile second step was to calculate e.^aected dynamic resolutions for
each filmn-dynainic condition combination.
To do this, expected Orbiter and RB-57 attitude rates were used to calculate motion-
limited resolution values. Static resolution values were calculated for each lens/film combina-
tion by application of the " reciprocal resolution squared" relation. Filially, dynamic resolution
values were derived by applying this same relation to each static/dynamic combination of
interest. The result is a series of three noniographs that have been developed to produce a film
selection guide that is used by considering illumination conditions and attitude stability rates.
Fig. 3-16 relates to the Orbiter/LFC combination. In this nomograph, exposure time
and expected attitude rates are employed along; with film-plus-smear limiting resolution curves
to allow the prediction of dynamic resolution for each film type. Fig. 3 -17 is a similar nomo-
graph that relates to the RB-57 /LrC mission combination. Combining the data from figs.
3-16 and 3-17, while modifying the shapes of the limiting resolution curves on the basis of
relative exposure times (from Fig. 3 -15), allows the generation of a nomographic guide for the
selection of the filar type to be used for mwdilluin resolution performance when expected solar
altitude and vehicle attitude rates are established. 171g. 3 -18 presents this r: :uiograph. TIie
order of merit of the film types at the bottom of the figure are defined as a consequence of
operational conditions.
Table 3-2 shows each step of the selection process for all candidate films for nominal (as
defined in the table) operating conditions.
The following constalmts were used to produce the dynamic resolution values of the table:
Orbiter smear rate = ac = 0.18 mead/sec
RB-57 smear rate = A = 2.5 mead/sec
LrC focal length = 305 ulna = f










& = 1.8 mrad/sec (0.1 deg/sec) large thrusters
Q = 0.18 mrad/sec (0.01 deg/sec) vernier thrusters
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Tighe 3-18 — LFC film selection guide
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The general case for inlage'smear (v) where
2 1/2
v - W tan 0)2 + ( '2 ) +	 `-----2
1 cos	 cos 8
was simplified to the on-acis image smear condition for the dynamic resolution predictions.
fax sumini ry, no one film is optimum under all conditions. The 3412/80-242 film conlbi-
nation appears best for general-purpose applications.
Table 3-2 — Resolution wid Exposure Parameters -- STS-9*
Film Resolution
Exposure ShuttloALB-57 Limit
Film Tinge, Image Sn1ear, 1.6:1 contrast, Static
Type I11see Cy/Min cy/nim Resolution
SO-315 26.8 513/49 441 83
3414 24.6 559/53 255 80
3412 6.5 2,118/202 160 74
SO-242 16.1 855,82 Ito 67
SO-131 17.2 800/76 51 44
2445 16.1 855 x'82 40 36
2148 20.3 690/66 40 36
3443 13.8 1,000"95 32 30
*For solar altitude = 50 degrees
t For corrected LFC transmission function












3.2.4 Terrain Coverage and Film Utilization
Photographic footprint plots :ire presented in this section for each test case mission. ViLLI
parameters of each mission are summarized in table 34, and accompany each footprint plot.
Table 3-4 provides a more detn.iled niission profile for STS-9, ill which the photographic
restrictions are shown.* Photo-graphic restrictions are not as stringent for Lill other missions
where 3 revolutions at the beginning; and 5 revolutions at the end cif each mission were not allowed
for photo operations.
*Note that the first altitude of the S —S-9 mission (274.1 kill) is not very efficient (see Table 3 -1)





Table 3-3 — LFC-Orbitor Test Caso Mission ParkUnetOrs
i Inclination, Altitudo, Star oo Overlap, Launch Time, Duration,lll ission degrees kilometers percent pate hours days
28.6 274.1 80 1 August 0900 6
STS-0 20.6 222.6 60/60
Soctuid 57 276.9 QO 1October 1600 7
Third 70 269.6 t;0 1October 1300 14
P011ri11 00.0 273.7 80 1October 1100 14
Table 3-4 -- STS-9 ]Mission Profile
Day Timo Activity Revolutions
1.0 Mrst 241 hours Satellite deployment 16
2.0 Second 24 hours Photo operations 16
3.17 4 hours Altitude Change 2.7
3.0 20 hours Photo operations 13.5
41.0 24 hours Photo operations 16
4.69 16.6 hours Photo operations 11.2
m 5.0 7.4 hours Descent 5
In each case, the footprint prograin was exercised with the objective of near full utilization
of the 1, 220-nioter filin load.
Figs. 3-19, Shoots 1 through 5, show miticipated coverage for STS-9 on a daily and cumu-
lativo basis. Figs. 3-20 througli 3-22 show cumulated coverage for the 57-, 70-, and 96.6-
degroe toast missions respectively. It is noted that prime ographic coverage for each of these
tost cases after STS-9 wtiq the continental United States landmass. Other areas were included to
Mustrate potential mission coverate capabilities. Some film remained unexpended in each case to
allow for acquisition of photo opportunities of interest.
All show the LFC foutprints overlayod on a worldwide Mercator projection.
In Sections 3.3.1 mid S. 2. 2, the necessit y of carefully-chosen orbital altitude and launch
times Nvns discussed. Figs. 3-23 acid S-24 illustrate the need for caws in choosing these pala:m-
oters. Fig. 5-23 shouts n 70-do-roo inclination mission with iftitical patxameters to Fig. 3-21,
0xv0pt for an altitude of 11 1cilonieters lower than the optimum. The same areas are covered
repaatedlv` ivitli large -11,, in-between, but the .full filth load is spent. Pig. 3-24 shows the
effect of launching fl : the wrong time of day, i.e., 1500 hours as opposed to 1100 hours for the
optimum 96.6-dot .roo fuellnatic i mission.
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Figure 3-19 — STS-9 mission daily and cumulative photographic coverage and film usage
(Sheet 5 of 5)
7-day mission,l = 57'






Film usage: 1031 m














7-day mission, I = 57'
Launch 1500 bra, I Oct.
AW 275.9 kin
Film usage: 1031 m






Figure 3-20 — Cumulated coverage for LFC 7-day mission, inclination 57 degrees
^3 1	 1	 114	 1 .	 11 1 1: ^q^
to
Figure 3-21— Cumulauid coverage for LFC 14-day mission, Inclination 70 degrees
14-day mission, I = 96.6°
^,	 I	
r	
Launch 1100 hrs, 1 Oct.













14-dary Uri-sziM I = 7W
Launch 1300 tars, I Oct.
Alt 257.4 Lm
Mw a"ge:1209 w
Ptwer usage. 12.4 kvb
Figure 3-23 — Cumulated coverage for LFC 14-day mission, inclination 70 degrees
14-day missim I - 96.5,
Launch 1540 hrs, I Oct.
ri	 AW 273,7 kmo
Film usage: 772 m
Power usage: 11.4 kwb
J3







Figure 3-24 — Cumulated coverage for LFC 14-day missir., inclination 96.6 degrees
3-38
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3.2.5 Test Case Mission Timelines
The computer program that generated the LFC footprints also produced key mission data
in tabular form at intervals equivalent to individual camera operations over the entire mission.
This data was used to produce test case mission timelines. These are shown in Figs. 3-25,
3-26, 3 -27, and 3-28. Each shows every orbit revolution on a sequential time axis with the
following data displayed:
1. Time of all photographic opportunities
2. Time in sunlight during each orbit for heater power consumption planning
3. Crew preparation and participation times associated with each photographig
o por un ty
4. Power consumed (cumulative) at 24-hour intervals
5. Vital mission statistics also presented in the previous section (e. g. , altitude,
inclination, and launch time)	 '.
6. Mission hours, days, and crew local time.
In summary, these timelines provide data relevant to advanced mission planning in a usable 	 a,
format. Additional data of interest, such as geographic location of each photographic opportunity,
could also be displayed in this form with relative ease.
3, 2.6 Climatology in Mission Plwining
All previous tasks have produced optimized photographic coverages and have done so only	 1 1
on consideration of key mission parameters. These "footprint" results have demonstrated full
utilization of LFC film loads over the target areas of maximum interest %vithin the allotted 	 G
mission time limits and solar altitude conditions. The effort reportPd heretuider was designed
to acquire climatological data that ran bear directly on mission efficiency and completion. The	 1
goal was to identify data that could lead to accurate cloud cover predictions and enhance mission
planning effectiveness.
3.2.6.1 Data	 I
Contacts were established with the National Oceanic aid Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) and the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center. Briefings were provided by NOAA, both
from their Special Projects Satellite Support group in Suitland, Maryland, and by their National	 \
Climatic Center in Asheville, North Carolina. The Air Force Environmental Technology Appli-
cation Center (USAFETAC) in Asheville also provided this contractor with briefings and support
data.
Our specific objectives were to collect published, world-wide climatological data (cloud
cover) for inclusion in mission evaluation computer programs. The following data and source
material, available from NOAA and USAFETAC, were identified:
1. Global Atlas of Relative Cloud Cover 1967-1970, U. S. Department of Commerce
and United States Air Force. Base,: on data from meteorological satellites.
Washington, D.C. , September 1971.
2. Environmental Satellite Imagery, October 1977, NOAA, Environmental Data Service.
3. Guide to Standard Weather Summaries and Climatic Service. NWSD, Asheville,
January 1978.
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e ri4.	 USAF, Air Weather Services, "N' Summaries, R-F Summaries, Asheville, N.C.
5.	 "Statistical Study Relating Percentage Cloudiness as a Function of Mean Cloudiness",
James Cox, Spaceflight Meteorology Group, NOAA.
6.	 Aerial Photographer's Clear Day Map - United States; U. S. Department of Com-
merce, ESSA, Environmental Data Service.
7.	 Climatic Atlas of the United Stares, NOAA, NCC, Asheville, N. C.
8.	 The 3DNEPH Data Base, USAYETAC, TN, 74-2.
9.	 Further Developments in Cloud Statistics for Computer Simulation; 1972, Marshall
Space Flight Center, NASA CR-61389.
10.	 Studies in the Use of Cloud Ty ie Statistics in Mission Simulation; 1974, Marshall
-9Space Flight Center, NASA CR-129030.'
Both the Air Force's 3DNEPH program and the Satellite Data Services Branch of aL40AA
can provide an immense amount of data from world-wide climatological observations made over 1 _'
a period of several years (e. g. , cloud type, level, and coverage). 	 The difficulty here is that
the data must be summarized and built into a usable s{.atistical base for time of year, time of
day, and coordinates.	 It is relatively easy to acquire raw cloud/climatological data: the prob-
lem is to identify those data sources that have already produced the statistical base.
One source that does provide this information is Item 1 of the previous listing.	 Figs.
EL 3-29 to 3-36 (from pages 182, 183, 194, 195, and 202 to 205) show world-wide relative cloud
cover derived from radiometrically corrected satellite observations over the period 1967 to
1970.	 Each picture represents a spatial and temporal distriLution of relative cloud cover for
the period noted in the caption. 	 In all pictures, the whitest a.re4s represent the greatest degree r
of reflectance. ? ''
Each of the four kinds of charts have gray scale wedges with an overprinted number, or
numbers.	 The numbers on the gran, Scales of the "mean octas" chw.rts represent the mean
occurrence of relative cloudiness, Li octas, over areas of the pictures containing matching
gray scales.	 In the charts showing 0 to 2 octas, 3 to 6 octas, and 6 to 8 octas, the over-
printed numbers on the gray scales represent the percentage frequency of occurrence of cloudi-
ness in the range indicated.	 For example, on a 3 to 5 octas chart, the gray shade overprinted
with a 40 is interpreted to mean that 3 to 6 octas of cloudiness occur 40 percent of the time in
areas printed in this gray shade.
	 Note that the gray scale step wedges on the 0 to 2 octas i
charts are the reverse of those on the 3 to 5 and 6 to 8 octas charts.	 This was done to high-
light the cloudiest areas on all charts with the brightest gray shades.	 For a given square on
the frequency -of-occurrence charts, the percentages shown on the three charts for each month,
season, semiannual, or annual period will add up to 100 percent. 	 Note that cloud cover is
difficult to distinguish from desert area since reflectance values are presented here.
	
The
North Africa/Sahara area, from other data, is known to be more cloud-free than it :appears
^^^777 here.
From these figures and other data of the Atlas, two key points emerge:
	 (1) The August-
October time window is likely the best for minimum cloud cover for the U. S. but not for the
continents of importance to STS-9 coverage, and (2) The best time for these continents appears
to be May as shown in Figs. 3-29 and 3-30 (pages 182 and 183). 	 Thus, STS-9 long-range
planning should take this into account and anticipate that a fairly considerable percentage of
the desired photographic opportunities and/or full film utilization will not be achieved without
r









Figure 3-29 — Mercator satellite relative cloud rover, 1400 hours local time, 40 ON to 400S,










Figure 3-30 -- Mercator satellite relative cloud cover, 1400 hours local time. 40 ON to 400s,
0-2 octas, May 1967-1970
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Figure 3-31 — Mercator satellite relative cloud cover. I400 hours lcxal time, 40 O N to 40"S,





















Figure 3-33 `-- Moreator satellite rolative eltiud cover. WOO hours local time, 40"N to 40"S,







Figure 3 -34 — Mercator satellite relative cloud cover, 1400 hours local time, 40 ON to 400S,0-2 octal, October 1967-1970
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Figure 3-35 — Mercator satellite relative cloud cover, 1 .100 !lours lue:^l fiddle, 40°N to 400S,










Fi6,ure 3-36 — Mercator satellite relative cloud cover, 1100 hours local time, 40&'N to 400S,












Figs. 3-37 and 3-38, taken from Items 6 and 7 of the previous listing respectively, show
October and annual U, S. cloud cover. These support the earlier statement that the time period
from July to October is near optimum for photographic opportunities over the U. S. , with
October the best on average across the country.
Therefore we see that later missions (after STS-9) whose principle photographic goal will
be U.S. coverage are best planned as October missions. Complete acquisition will require
longer times than shown in Section 3.2.5 due to some cloudiness.
Fig. 3-35 (from page 204 of Item 1) shows a phenomenon supported by the statistical
research of Item 5, That is: Due to the nature of cloud formation and size, cloud coverage is
reported in a large majority of cases as either total or clear (i, e. , partly cloudy conditions
are relatively scarce). We believe that the long range climatological statistics presented or
referenced here can be relied upon, within reasonable limits, to provide data for anticipating
photographic conditions.
However, the above data is incomplete. The diurnal, or time-of-day effect on cloud
cover is another important variable. Typically, one finds increasing cloud cover during the
day, especially in the tropics, and it could be critical to successful photographic coverage over
a very limited mission duration. To address the question of optimum time of day for a minimum
cloud condit=on, we first reviewed the USAFETAC 3DNEPH program and USAF "N" Summary
data.
Neither data base is in a summarized statistical format; however, both offer cloud sta-
tistics. world-wide, as a function of time of day. During our working session at the National
Climatic Center, "N' Summary data were gathered for 130 reporting stations world-wide. The
stations are cat-al oged in Item 3 of the previous list and were selected on the basis of expected
photographic coverage. This data could serve as the basis for a future update of existing cloud
covey Programs, as explained below.
In addition to the cloud cover data collected and presented above, the most important
climatological data base with potential for advanced Shuttle mission planning was found in Items
9 and 10. This is a cloud cover model produced for the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center.
It fias been constructed to produce exactly the answers desired for advanced Orbiter %LFC mission
planning. Given a desired latitude and longitude, time of year, and times of day, this program
will produce as output:
"The number of passes over a 'target required to produce, with a given percentage
of confidence, a given percentage of the target area".
It has within its data base the probability of cloud cover at three hourly intervals for five
categories of cloud cover, for each month of the year, in over 30 distinct climatological regions
world-wide. This program can produce statistically-based weather predictions on a global
basis. The technical monitor for this cloud cover program indicated that the data base is still
considered adequate, although it has not been accessed for several years. The "N' Summary
data we have acquired could be utilized to update the program data base.
This program, although not presently in operation, belongs to a group at MSPC that is
currently performing weather studies for JSC for Shuttle takeoff and landing times.
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Figure 3-37 — Map used on "Aerial Photographer's Clear Day Map - Oder..












4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
On the basis of the work done in this study program, we dra g the following conclusions
and associated recommendations.
•	 The "current design status" of the LFC can readily be modified to meet additional
requirements and to be deployable in the Orbiter, on a free-flyer, and in the
WB-57F.
•	 Interface requirements for LFC deployment in the Orbiter are reasonable but the
thermal effects of other experiments near the LFC are, as yet, unassessable.
Ongoing investigation in this area is expected.
•	 These investigations have demonstrated that the efficient use of the LFC requires
careful control of wany conditions.
•	 The basic software tools zuid reference data are available to enable the evaluation
of the proposed LFC missions and to develop specific parameters and sequences
for scheduled missions to achieve nut.-dmuni possible efficiency.
It is recommended, therefore, that an ongoing activity be established to brine; all of the
available tools together and to become prepared to effectively support the planning effort







a	 Table A-1 - Optimum Orbit Altitudes, L 4ination 28.5 degrees, Altitude Range 185 to 600 Kilometers
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Table A-1 - Optimum Orbit Altitudes ; Inclination 28.5 degrees, Altitude Range 185 to 600 Kilometer°
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Table A-1 - Optimum Orbit Altitudes, Inclination 28.5 degrees, Altitude Range 185 to 600 Kilometers
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Table A-2 - Optimum Orbit " titudes, Inclination 57.0 Degrees, Altitude Range 185 to 6(
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Table A-3 - Optimum Orbit Altitudes, Inclination 70.0 Degrees, Altitude Range 185 to 600 Kilometers
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rTable A-4 -- Optimum Orbit Altitudes and Inclinations for Sun-Synchronous Orbits,
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FIGURE PACK 1 — STS-9 ILLUMINATION CONDITIONS
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S	 FIGURE PACK 2 — STS-9 ILLUMINATION CONDITIONS
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TIMMLE PACK 5 — LAUNCH DAY AND TIME
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Altitude	 269. 6 kilometers
Lamich date	 I July
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